Excitatory amino acid receptors intrinsic to synaptic transmission in nucleus tractus solitarii.
Excitatory amino acid (EAA) receptors are present in the nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS), and there is growing evidence that L-glutamate (L-Glu) may activate neurons in this region to precipitate changes in autonomic discharge. To evaluate the potential role of EAA agonists in synaptic transmission in NTS, we studied the responses of single units in an in vitro brain slice preparation of NTS to electrical stimulation of one or both solitary tracts (TS) before, during and after superfusion with selected EAA antagonists. Dose-response studies demonstrated that the synaptic input to NTS units was substantially blocked by 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (APV) at perfusion concentrations of 1 mM, by kynurenic acid (KYN) at 10 mM, and glutamate diethylester (GDEE) at 10 mM. Using these concentrations, we examined the responses of single NTS neurons to afferent input from ipsilateral and contralateral TS stimulation before, during and after perfusion with each antagonist. KYN inhibited afferent input from one TS but not the other in 7 of 13 cells tested, inhibited both inputs in 4, and caused differential augmentation of input in two. APV caused differential inhibition of the two inputs in 4 of 9 cells tested, differential excitation in 1 and inhibition of both inputs in one. GDEE caused differential inhibition in 4 of 9 cells tested, differential excitation in 3 and inhibition of both inputs in one. When inputs from a single TS were examined, those blocked by APV were always blocked by KYN (5 of 16 inputs tested); there was overlap between the blocking effects of KYN and GDEE (4 of 12 inputs tested) and occasionally of APV and GDEE (one of 12 inputs tested). We also observed differential blocking effects of these agents on single inputs to the same neuron. Evoked responses were reduced or enhanced by only one of the two agents for 5 of 16 inputs tested with KYN and APV, 4 of 12 tested with KYN and GDEE, and 7 of 12 tested with APV and GDEE. The average reduction in synaptically evoked responses caused by blocking doses of antagonist was 85 +/- 6% for KYN, 63 +/- 28% for APV and 68 +/- 10% for GDEE. These data indicate that all 3 major EAA antagonists can selectively inhibit electrically evoked afferent input to NTS neurons and suggest a role for specific EAA receptors in mediating input to these neurons over different afferent pathways.